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Assume that Robinson can produce 2 goods: coconuts and fish 
(two-good economy) 

Production possibilities 

Production Possibility Set (PPS): set of outputs that are 
attainable (feasible) given a certain technology and limited 
resources 
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Assumptions:  
The production possibility set is convex, while the prodiction 
possiblity frontier function is concave, i.e. if  
                       and                    , then Yyy Î', ]1,0[Îa
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If for production we use a certain amount of resources, which are an 
average of resources used for attaining two other feasible output levels 
within the production possibility set, then we can attain output that is not 
higher than y, nor y’. 

Production possibility set 



Production possibility frontier (PPF)/ 
Transformation function 

The transformation function is a function of aggregate quantities of two goods,  
F(Y1, Y2), such that:  

MRT = alternative cost of one good measured in terms of another good 
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Slope of the transformation function (marginal rate of transformation, MRT): 
how many units of good 2 must we forgo in order to produce an additional unit 
of good 1, assuming constant technology and resources. 
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If and only if the combination (Y1, Y2) lies on the border/frontier of the feasible 
production possibility. 



The concavity of the PPF reflects specialization in the use of factors: 

Production possibility frontier (PPF)/ 
Transformation function 
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Transformation function 



Comparative advantage 

- two persons: Robinson and Friday 

- in 1 hour Robinson can catch 10 kgs of fish or gather 20 kgs of 
coconuts 

- in 1 hour Friday can catch 20 kgs of fish or gather 10 kgs of 
coconuts 

- both Friday and Robinson work for 10 hours each 



Comparative advantage 

Robinson 

MRTCF=-20/10=-2: for each kg of fish that  
he forgoes, he can produce 2 kgs of coconuts 
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Friday 

MRTCF=-10/20=-1/2: for each kg of fish that  
he forgoes, he can produce 1/2 kgs of coconuts 

Robinson has comparative advantage in 
the production of coconuts. 



Robinson-Friday economy 
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Aggregate production possibility frontier 

C 
The more producers with different 

alternative costs in the economy, the 
smoother the PPF. 
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Comparative advantage 

 A country has comparative advantage over another in 
producing a certain good if it can produce that good 
at lower alternative costs than the other. 
 



Comparative advantage, benefits of trade 

The number of hours of work 
required to produce cheese and wine 

cheese (kg) wine (l) 

The 
Netherlands 1 2 

Italy 6 3 



• 2 countries, 2 goods:  
– The Netherlands and Italy 
– Cheese and wine 
– The Netherlands have comparative advantage in 

producing cheese 
– Italy has comparative advantage in producing wine 
– Trade is beneficial for both countries 

Comparative advantage, benefits of trade 



Pareto efficiency:  
production and consumption 

- Robinson and Friday establish a firm together and produce 
coconuts (C) and fish (F); they are the only employees and the only 
clients.  

-Robinson’s working hours (LR), Friday’s working hours (LP).  

- price of coconuts pc 

- price of fish pF 

- Robinson’s wage wR 

- Friday’s wage wP 



Production – profit maximization 

Robinson and Friday’s firm maximizes profits with given prices and 
technological constraints: 
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For the optimum number of working hours of Robinson and Friday 
(L*) profits are given by: 
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That can be transformed to: 
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Isoprofit line 

Slope of the 
isoprofit line 



Production – profit maximization 
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- The production possibility set contains any efficient bundles. 

Pareto-efficiency:  
production and consumption 

Which of them will be Pareto-efficient for consumers? 



Pareto efficiency: 
production and consumption 
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slope: MRT=-pF/pc 



Pareto efficiency:  
production and consumption 

fish 

coconuts 

equilibrium in production 

equilibrium in comsumption 
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slope: MRS=-pF/pc 

slope: MRT=-pF/pc 

MRS = MRT is the necessary condition for an efficient 
economy. 



General equilibrium 
• In purely competitive markets all consumers make 

such choices, given their budget constraints, that 
MRS of two goods is equal to their price ratio 

• Firms maximizing profits produce goods up to the 
point when the price of these goods becomes equal 
to the marginal cost of employing factors of 
production 

• MRT = MRS 
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